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“Break Accuracy:  Optimizing the Sorting Power of Preliminary Rounds Using Tapered Points” 
By R. Eric Barnes, Paul Kehle, Nick McKenny and Chuan-Zheng Lee 

 
Debate tournaments are composed of preliminary debate rounds, in which all teams 

compete, followed by elimination rounds, in which a subset of teams who performed best in 
the preliminary rounds compete in a single-elimination format.  The number of teams that 
advance (or “break”) into elimination rounds is determined by the overall number of teams at 
the tournament.  The primary purpose of preliminary rounds is to identify which teams deserve 
to break into the elimination rounds.  Although there are many practical complications, this can 
be seen essentially as a mathematical sorting problem.  The goal of this paper is to study how 
the scoring of the preliminary rounds can be adjusted to optimize this sorting process and 
maximize the fairness of tournaments.  That is, how can we ensure that the teams that perform 
best are most likely to break? 

Our focus will be on the World Universities Debating Championships (WUDC or 
“Worlds”), which are held in the British Parliamentary (BP) style of debate, with four teams in 
each debate, and two debaters on each team.  Judging is done by a panel of judges who strive 
for consensus, voting when necessary, and ultimately deliver a single decision.  The scoring 
used to rank teams in a BP tournament traditionally awards 3 points to the first-place team, 2 
points to second-place, 1 to third and 0 to fourth.  This creates some unique dynamics and 
some opportunities for improvement. 

Section 1: Motivation 

Famously, at the 2007 WUDC in Vancouver, the top team from Yale was coming off a 
series of big victories, including the Oxford IV, and was one of the teams favored to win the 
tournament.  After the nine preliminary rounds, they ended as the top team on 17 points and 
failed to break.1  They performed very well in early rounds, but then picked up very few points 
in the later rounds, finishing:  1st, 1st, 1st, 1st, 3rd, 3rd, 3rd, 4th, 2nd.  Their speaker points averaged 
83.3, the 5th highest at the tournament.  It seems clear that their debating in preliminary rounds 
was better than many of the teams who advanced to elimination rounds, but the sorting 
system excluded them.  There are many other 
stories like this one, but our argument is not 
going to be founded on anecdotes.  These 
simply provide vivid illustrations. 

It is worth noting that a complementary 
problem also occurs.  Some teams achieve very 
modest results in the first six rounds and then 
get many points in the last 3 rounds (in much 
weaker rooms), allowing them to break.  Figure 
1 shows two different teams take very 
different paths to 17 points after 9 rounds.  
This chart is not even the most extreme 
version of this that is possible.  In the past 3 

 
1  In 2007, when only 32 teams broke at the WUDC, it took at least 18 points to break. 

Figure 1:  Easy and hard paths to the break 
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years, there have been teams who broke at the WUDC who scored at least half of their points in 
the final 3 rounds.  But, again, the important point here is not about isolated dramatic 
instances, it is the idea that there is so much of a difference between the easy way and the hard 
way to get enough points to break.  Any power-matched (i.e., Swiss-system) tournament will 
have somewhat easier and harder paths, but our concern here is the width of the gap between 
the skill required for these two paths in the status quo.  We want a system that allows teams to 
make up for mistakes (their own or the judging panel’s), but not one that makes it more likely 
that teams who have debated worse in preliminary rounds will take a spot in the break that 
should have gone to a team who debated better.   

Several other concerns also exist regarding the status quo.  First, because of the scoring 
in BP, teams competing in lower rooms often score enough points to advance on the tab above 
a large number of teams who were competing in higher rooms.  This leap-frogging over other 
teams in higher rooms is widely acknowledged, though people may not fully understand how 
disruptive this is to getting an accurate ordering on the tab, as will be shown below.  Second, 
the outcome of early rounds at tournaments (particularly the WUDC) has a surprisingly small 
influence on a team’s ability to break, while in contrast, the outcome of the final preliminary 
round is startlingly important, many times more influential than earlier rounds.  Third, there is 
strong and growing concern that speaker points are unreliable, particularly for speakers from 
certain groups who are traditionally underrepresented in the break.  This is relevant here 
because the status quo system makes speaker points quite important in determining who 
breaks, since it creates very large ties (bubbles) that are broken using speaker points. 

All that said, our motivation is ultimately a single underlying problem, of which the 
above problems are merely symptoms.  The status quo simply does a poor job of sorting out 
which teams deserve to break.  This assertion is not based on anecdotal evidence or on limited 
data from some subset of actual tournaments.  Instead, it is based on extensive mathematical 
modeling of tournament and running simulations of literally millions of tournaments.  An 
obvious solution to the problem of inaccurate sorting of teams would be to add more rounds.  
The WUDC could run 12, 15, or even 18 rounds, and this would indeed improve the accuracy of 
the break.  Obviously, such a plan is entirely impractical because of the additional time and 
money that it would entail.  But what if there were a way to get the same quality of sorting that 
we would get from additional rounds, without actually having more rounds?  Surely, this would 
be ideal.  This is what the scoring system we propose below will do. 

Section 2: An Analogy 

There is a phenomenon that physicists call “granular segregation”, often casually 
r1eferred to as “the Brazil nut effect”.  Granular segregation explains why, when you open a can 
of mixed nuts, the Brazil nuts are disproportionally on top, even if all the nuts were uniformly 
mixed when they were initially packaged.  Of course, this is a very common-sense 
phenomenon.  As you shake a can of mixed nuts (e.g., during shipping), the larger ones tend to 
rise to the top and the smaller ones (including broken pieces of all sorts) fall to the bottom.  
Actually, this process is well studied because of various industrial applications.  The goal in 
many industrial settings is essentially sorting large grains up and small grains down, which 
makes the whole assortment more tightly packed.  Studies of this problem have found that a 
steadily forceful tapping (i.e., shaking) of the grains (e.g., mixed nuts) is not an efficient sorting 
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strategy.  “A tapped granular system … won't reach a state of maximum density on its own but 
tends to get stuck in a state of intermediate density.  It can only be made more dense through a 
process called annealing, in which the tapping grows more gentle over time.” (Acevedo, 
Asencio, Zuriguel, & Maza, 2017)  Again, this intuitively makes sense.  If you have a big can full 
of unsorted nuts, you’ll start by giving it a good hard shake to start the sorting process.  But, if 
you’ve gotten to the point where the can is almost completely sorted, you would want to give it 
a much gentler tap, since a harder shake would do more to disrupt the existing sorting than to 
help improve it.  Indeed, the general rule is to start with big shakes and gradually move to 
softer and softer shakes. 

As things are with nuts, so are they with debate teams.  Preliminary rounds at 
tournaments are essentially a mechanism for sorting the most skilled teams to the top of the 
heap, where they are scooped off and placed into the elimination rounds for a final sorting.  
Preliminary rounds begin with a totally random mixture of teams, in which we “shake” them up 
by running preliminary rounds that sort them up or down by giving them 3, 2, 1 or 0 team 
points.  The problem with our status quo sorting strategy is that there is no process of 
annealing; every shake has the same degree of intensity.  That is to say, every round is worth 
the same number of points.  What is needed to achieve superior sorting outcomes is to have 
earlier rounds worth more points and later rounds worth fewer points, starting off with hard 
shakes and ending up with soft shakes.   

In what follows, we present the results of computer simulations of debate tournaments 
using various scoring systems, which are then evaluated using various metrics of success. 

Section 3: Modelling Assumptions 

Rigorous study of the mathematical phenomena in tournament structures requires us to 
begin with some baseline assumptions that model how results of debates come about.  Our 
simulations use this model to generate millions of hypothetical tournaments on which to assess 
various tournament structures.  In this section we outline the model; we discuss how we 
arrived at specific parameters (that is, the means and amounts of natural variation, or “noise”, 
associated with a team’s performance) in Section 4. 

We model differences in skill between teams by assigning each team a “baseline skill”, 
reflecting the combined speaker points2 the team would receive on average over many rounds 
if perfectly assessed. 

All teams have rounds in which they perform better or worse.  We model this in each 
round by adding zero-mean normally distributed noise to each team’s baseline skill, which we 
call “skill noise”, to arrive at a “demonstrated skill” for that round.  The amount of skill noise is 
assumed to be the same for all teams; that is, all teams are assumed to be similarly susceptible 
to being inconsistent in round-to-round performance.  However, while the parameters for all 
teams are the same in the simulations, randomness will result in some teams having higher 
round-to-round range than others, as we see in real results at the end of tournaments. 

 
2  In this paper, we will focus on the combined (or total) speaker points that a team gets, ignoring how they are 
distributed between the two speakers, since this distribution is irrelevant to where the team ranks on the team 
tab, which is the only thing that determines who breaks.  Note that the combined speaker points of the teams in a 
room imply their ordinal team ranking, but they also contain more information beyond this.  They add a cardinal 
measure of skill.   
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Finally, we model human imperfections in judges by adding a further zero-mean 
normally distributed noise term to demonstrated skill for perception noise, to arrive at a 
“perceived skill” for each team in each round.  While in the first instance we assume this noise 
to be the same for all judges and all teams, we will also discuss a refinement of this assumption 
to account for differing judge quality in Section 7.1. 

These noise terms imply that a better team will not always beat a worse team: 
sometimes, noise will result in the worse team winning, sometimes deservedly (when due to 
skill noise), sometimes not (when due to perception noise).  The larger the difference in 
baseline skill between two teams, the rarer such upsets are. 

The most important function of preliminary rounds is to select the correct teams for 
elimination rounds.  It is not their only function, but it is their primary function.  The correct 
teams are the teams who debated best at the tournament, which we assume to mean the 
teams with the highest mean demonstrated skill.  We label these teams the “deserving teams” 
because in a fair system the teams who debate best are most deserving of breaking.  A system 
for running preliminary rounds is inferior (unfair) to the extent that it facilitates undeserving 
(i.e., worse-performing) teams advancing over deserving teams.  Moreover, it is a worse 
problem for a more highly skilled deserving team to miss breaking than for a less skilled 
deserving team.  Similarly, it is worse to have a lower skilled undeserving team included in the 
break than it is to have a more skilled undeserving team included in the break.    

Section 4: Methods (How We Constructed the Tournament Simulator) 

Our research is based on computer simulations of tournaments.  We simulated 
tournaments using the status quo scoring system and we simulated tournaments using a 
variety of new scoring systems for assigning team points (i.e., how many points for a first, 
second, third or fourth).  Our simulator (programmed in Mathematica) appears to be similar to 
a tournament simulator written by Neil Du Toit (programmed in Python) that was the basis of 
an article in 2014 that looked at some related issues in BP tabulation. (Du Toit, 2014)  Our 
simulator used assumptions based on a much larger data set and also built in a wider range of 
factors, but despite these differences, the findings of the two independently built simulators 
were very consistent. 

Teams in the simulated tournaments were grouped (or “paired”) into rooms of four for 
each round, randomly for Round 1 and then from the top down (according to team points), 
pulling up teams as needed, as is done now, consistent with WUDC rules.  Teams in each room 
were ranked from 1st to 4th place based on their “perceived skill” calculated for that round (see 
below).  Some simulations followed the status quo system and assigned 3, 2, 1 or 0 points to 
the teams in each room.  Other simulations altered the point assignment system (e.g., awarding 
6/4/2/0 or 9/6/3/0), depending on which round it was.  We demonstrate that it is possible to 
get dramatically more accurate breaks by using a new scoring system. 

In each room, the judging panel assigns team points and speaker points, where the 
team points and combined speaker points are required to be consistent (i.e., ties and low-point 
wins are prohibited).  In essence, the team points are an ordinal ranking of the teams, while 
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combined speaker points are a cardinal ranking of the teams.3  They are required to be 
consistent because the combined speaker point total for each team is intended to represent 
the overall quality of debating (i.e., demonstrated skill) from that team in that debate, as 
perceived by the judges.  The set of four combined speaker point totals contains more 
information — since you can infer the team points from the combined speaks, as on-line ballots 
do in electronic tabulation software (e.g., Tabbycat) — whereas you cannot infer the combined 
speaks from the team points.  Indeed, even though the first thing that judging panels do is 
decide team points (a wise procedural choice), the logically more fundamental question at the 
end of each debate is:  How good (i.e., skillful) was each team in the debate?  If we had a tool 
that somehow directly measured each team’s demonstrated skill after in a round, then we 
would obviously determine combined speaker points first and then just infer team placement 
from that, because combined speaks are just a measure of the skill the teams have 
demonstrated in this debate, as assessed by the judges.  All of that is just to explain why our 
method of simulation begins with combined speaker points, and then infers team placement.4   

To construct a simulation, we used a range and distribution of debating skills for teams 
reflecting those that would be found at a real debate tournament.  Tournaments obviously 
differ in this respect, but the WUDC is generally considered the most important tournament 
each year, so we used this as our touchstone.  Using the team results from the last 10 years at 
the WUDC, we determined that team skill falls into a roughly normal distribution.  We excluded 
data from any team that didn’t compete in all 9 rounds.  We chose to represent these skill 
levels using a normal distribution with a mean of 150 and a standard deviation of approximately 
6.52.5  See Figure 2 for the frequency of various skill levels at Worlds from 2010–2019.  

 
3  “Cardinal payoffs are numbers representing the outcomes of a game where the numbers represent some 
continuum of values, such as money, quantity, or market share.  Cardinal payoffs allow the theorist to vary the 
degree or intensity of payoffs, unlike ordinal payoffs, in which only the order of values is important.”  (Shor, 2019) 
4  We did not simulate individual speaker points in our model.  For our purposes here, the only relevant speaks are 
the combined speaker points for a team, because how these points are divided between the two speakers is totally 
irrelevant to which teams break, and that is our sole concern here. 
5  Even after excluding teams who missed some rounds, we found that the distribution of points at the lower end 
of the distribution was more irregular and protracted.  Since the performance of teams at the bottom of the skill 
range is very unlikely to affect who breaks, we decided that it was more important to capture the skill distribution 
of the top half of teams at Worlds.  So, we calculated the overall standard deviation based on the top half of the 
scores, projecting a bottom half of the point distribution that mirrored the top half.  This yields a more realistic 
simulation of how skill levels of teams realistically in contention to break are distributed. 

Average Team Speaker Points Given Over 9 Rounds (rounded off) 
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Figure 2:  Average combined speaker point distribution 
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In creating our computer simulation of tournaments, we began by assuming that each 

team had a “baseline skill level” (realistically ranging from 120 to 180).  Each new simulation 
began with the computer assigning each of the n teams in the tournament a baseline skill level, 
based on the normal distribution of skills that we obtained by analyzing the WUDC data.  Of 
course, all teams have good rounds and bad rounds for a variety of reasons (e.g., the specific 
motion, the position they occupy, headaches, etc.), and so in each round of a simulated 
tournament, our program varied each team’s “demonstrated skill” up or down from their 
baseline skill.  We assumed that these variations in demonstrated skill (i.e., “skill noise”) also 
followed a normal distribution (of mean 0, added to the baseline skill), which is borne out by 
the same data set by analyzing the typical variations in team performance over the course of 9 
rounds.   

As we all know, judges are not perfect.  Perceptions of how well a team performed 
differ from one judge to the next, even among the very best judges.  Even the carefully 
discussed estimation of a panel of judges may not accurately capture the true demonstrated 
skill of the four teams in a debate.  In other words, judges and panels can get the call wrong.  
Because of this, our model did not determine team placement in a room based on their 
demonstrated skill.  Instead, our model took each team’s demonstrated skill level in that round 
and used this to generate the judging panel’s “perceived skill level” for that team.  Team 
placement (i.e., team points) in the round was inferred directly from the perceived skill levels of 
the four teams.  So, a team with a higher baseline skill might place below a debate team with a 
lower baseline skill because the demonstrated skill of the former was lower than the 
demonstrated skill of the latter in that round, or because the perceived skill of the former was 
lower than that of the latter, or both.   In other words, the better team had a bad round, the 
worse team had a good round, or the judges inaccurately perceived the team performances.  
Our model captures all of these possibilities and their potential conjunction. 

In determining how much a team’s perceived skill level varied from their actual 
demonstrated skill level, we looked at data from the HWS Round Robin during the years in 
which there were two full panels judging each debate.  Over the course of 4 years, pairs of 
entirely independent panels evaluated 320 team performances.  We looked at how frequently 
the combined speaker points assigned by the two panels differed and by how much they 
differed.  This data is given in Figure 3.  From this data, we concluded that the standard 
deviation of judge panel perception in combined speaks (i.e., the “judging noise”) was 
approximately 3.67.6  The 3-judge panels at the HWS Round Robin are relatively strong panels.  
They are likely to have less judging noise than most preliminary round panels at typical 
tournaments, but generally have more noise (i.e., not as strong) as panels judging live rooms in 
Rounds 7, 8 & 9 at the WUDC.   

We were able to calculate the average standard deviation of a team over nine rounds at 
Worlds, using data from the past 10 years.  This combined speaker point variation (standard 
deviation of 4.75) must be totally accounted for by the conjoined impact of round-to-round 
variations in demonstrated debating skill and the variation in judging panels’ perceptions of 

 
6 To extrapolate this, we assumed that judge panels were no more likely to err on the side of assigning too many 
points than they were to err on the side of too few points. 
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debating skill.  So, we could then calculate the demonstrated round-to-round skill variation as 
approximately a standard deviation of 3.02.7 

At Worlds, and any typical tournament, the best judges tend to get placed into the live 
rooms (i.e., rooms that contain teams who still have a chance to break).  This practice of 
“packing” panels is particularly prevalent in the last 2 or 3 preliminary rounds.  So, we designed 
our simulator to allow for more judging noise in the earlier rounds of the tournament and for 
less judging noise in the later rounds.  Obviously, in the rooms that are not “live”, the judging 
noise will increase as the tournament progresses.  Because our ultimate aim is to determine 
what scoring system will create the most accurate break, once a simulated team is not in a live 
room (which implies they are no longer able to break), that team’s final outcome at the 
tournament is much less relevant to our metrics of success, which are outlined below.  So, by 
design, our model ignores that non-live rooms in actual tournaments will have an increase in 
judging noise, because this fact is not relevant to the outcomes we are concerned with in this 
project.8  To be clear, we actually tested countless levels of judge noise and degrees of variation 
in demonstrated skill.  In none of these cases did we find any changes in outcomes that differed 

 
7  Assume that one knows that the total standard deviation in some data set is X.  Also, assume we know that this 
variation is exclusively the result of two distinct factors (factor Y and factor Z).  An accepted rule of statistics is: 
X	=	√𝑌! +	𝑍!.  So, since we know X (average total SD over 9 rounds) and we know Y (SD of judge perception 
variation), we can calculate Z (SD of demonstrated skill variation).  Of course, this assumes that the average quality 
of judge panels at Worlds is roughly the same as the average panel quality at the HWS Round Robin, and for the 
purposes of estimating how much team skill typically varies from round to round, this seems reasonable.  When 
actually running simulations, our simulator can adjust judge perception noise round by round to capture the 
impact of variations in judge panel accuracy that come from packing good judges into certain rooms. 
8  We are well aware that some people do not favor the practice of packing better judges in live rooms as a 
tournament progresses.  We are not taking any stand on that dispute here.  Our model simply reflects the 
commonplace practice of major BP tournaments, including Worlds.  We have also run simulations where there was 
no judge packing and so the judge noise remained constant throughout the tournament.  The results of these 
simulations were not dramatically different, but packing judges did improve break accuracy in all the systems we 
looked at.  The effects of judge packing are one of the things we discuss below. 
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Figure 3:  Judge perception differences in combined speaker points 
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dramatically from the results presented here.  Less judge perception noise consistently made all 
of the different systems’ sorting outcomes more accurate, but regardless of the noise level, the 
status quo was consistently much less accurate than the best tapered scoring system.   

So, our model created scores for teams’ baseline skill, demonstrated skill and perceived 
skill.  All of these include many decimal places, but since speaker points need to be expressed in 
whole numbers, we translated the perceived skill scores of the four teams into combined 
speaker points by assigning the set of four combined speaker points (expressed as integers) 
that minimized the total difference between the four perceived scores and the four combined 
speaker points.9   

We tested scoring systems (i.e., methods of assigning team points for placement in a 
preliminary round) using simulated tournaments of many sizes, but our discussion here will use 
a tournament with 360 teams and 9 rounds as our paradigm example.  We discuss below our 
tests confirming that our conclusions apply to a wider range of assumptions. 

Section 5: Metrics of Success 

To find which scoring system yields the most accurate break, we first need a way to 
assess how accurate a break is.  There is no straightforward way to do this:  is it worse for ten 
borderline-deserving teams to miss narrowly, or the third-best team in the tournament to miss 
alone?  Instead of defending a single metric, we employ five different metrics.  The first two 
assess how accurate a tournament’s ranking of teams is, specifically focusing on the break, and 
we call them the “break quality metrics”.  The last three assess the accuracy of the ranking of all 
teams, and we call these the “order accuracy metrics”.  We also track average bubble size (i.e., 
the number of teams tied on team points with the lowest breaking team), though not as a 
“metric of success” per se. 

Both break quality and order accuracy metrics have their place.  The break quality 
metrics focus on what probably matters the most to many:  whether the correct teams break.  
However, these metrics focus on the open break alone, because there is no algorithm to design 
a simulation with a reliable conception of “break quality” for the ESL or EFL breaks.  Order 
accuracy metrics offer insight into the entire ranking, not merely that of teams breaking open, 
though to reduce computation time we only compute these metrics over the top half of the 
tournament, since teams in the bottom half of the tab have not made the break in any category 
in the past 10 years at WUDC. 

To be clear, we do not propose using any of these metrics as part of a real tournament.  
It wouldn’t be possible, as they are calculated using a “ground truth” that real tournaments 
don’t know.  Rather, the point of this section is to define and explain how we will measure the 
success (accuracy and fairness) of the various systems we consider, to see which is best. 

 
9  For example, if teams had perceived skill scores of {146.18, 145.87, 142.45, 142.33}, then that would get 
translated into {147, 146, 143, 142} because this total difference (.18 + .13 + .55 + .33 = 1.19) is the smallest 
possible movement to get to all unique whole numbers.  Or, in a very close debate, the perceived skills might be 
{152.86, 152.85, 152.75, 152.73}, in which case {154, 153, 152, 151} is the assignment that minimizes total 
difference (1.14 + .15 + .75 + 1.73 = 3.77).  Of course, in most cases, this approach just means rounding off each 
decimal to the nearest whole number. 
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When we run experiments, our simulation computes each metric for each simulated 
tournament.  We then present the average of each metric, over the thousands of simulations 
that we run. 

5.1: Break Quality Metrics 

Let us first lay some groundwork.  It seems uncontroversial that an ideal preliminary 
round system would have the teams who perform the best advance to the elimination rounds.  
In real life, there is no way to know for sure which teams truly “performed the best”, but in 
simulations, the computer has a God’s eye view of the true demonstrated skill of every team in 
every round, and we can use this to measure break quality. 

As stated above, “deserving teams” are the teams with the highest mean demonstrated 
debating skill in the tournament, however many are needed for the break (e.g., 48 for partial 
double-octofinals at WUDC).  If all the deserving teams break, we say that the tournament had 
a “perfectly inclusive break” (regardless of the order in which they break—so it may not be a 
truly perfect break).  The break quality metrics measure the deviation of the set of actual teams 
in the break from the set of teams that deserve to be in the break. 

Our first metric is perhaps the most intuitive:  how many of the deserving teams failed 
to break?  We call this the “hard luck count” (HLC).  A perfectly inclusive break has an HLC of 0.  
Of course, real tournaments almost never achieve this kind of perfection, but it is clearly 
preferably to get as close as possible. 

Our second metric of success is called the “quality deficit score” (QDS).  The QDS is 
defined as the difference between the sum of mean demonstrated skill (MDS) of teams in the 
actual break, and the sum of MDS of teams in a perfectly inclusive break.  Again, this 
information is not accessible in real life, but it is calculable in simulations where the computer 
has access to the true MDS of every team.  Lower QDS’s are better; a perfectly inclusive break 
(regardless of breaking order) has a QDS of 0. 

The nuance this adds to the hard luck count is a measure of how bad a particular team’s 
undeserved break is.  Two tournaments might each have four deserving teams not break, giving 
an HLC of 4, but in one case these teams might have been close calls (among the weakest teams 
in the break), while in another they might be high-performing teams falling on even harder luck.  
To demonstrate the contrast, three examples of tournaments with similar HLC but different 

Figure 4:  Examples of how a quality deficit score (QDS) is calculated 

Total 
645.51 

Total 
640.86 

Total 
649.20 

Total 
638.33 

Total 
498.55 

Total 
465.95 
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QDS are shown in Figure 4.  In the leftmost example, the teams incorrectly breaking or not 
breaking were all borderline, so despite having an HLC of 4, the QDS is small.  The center 
example also has an HLC of 4, but since the deserving teams not breaking debated better at the 
tournament, the QDS is larger.  In the rightmost example, although the HLC is just 3, the 
incorrectly breaking and not breaking teams were an especially gross injustice, so it yields a 
higher QDS than the other two. 

5.2: Order Accuracy Metrics 

The question of how “accurate” a ranking is also, sadly, not straightforward.  For 
example, consider three tournaments of the same five teams, yielding the rankings in Table 1.  
The “true” ranking of the teams is in the leftmost column.  All three tournaments are inaccurate 
in their own ways, but which is the least inaccurate?   

 
Table 1: Three tournaments with inaccurate rankings 

True order MDS Tournament A Tournament B Tournament C 
1 159.0 2 3 1 
2 155.0 3 1 5 
3 152.0 4 5 4 
4 151.0 5 4 3 
5 150.0 1 2 2 
 
There is extensive mathematical literature on this topic (called “rank correlation”), and 

no clear answer to what the best metric is. (Langville & Meyer, 2012)  Different metrics suit 
different contexts.  Given this, we use three intuitively plausible metrics, and will present the 
results for these three metrics as applied to team rankings at the end of preliminary rounds. 

The first is the “pairwise error count” (PEC), computed as follows:  We take each 
possible pair of teams (if there are n teams, there are n(n−1)/2 such pairs) and take note of 
whether the truly better-performing team came ahead of the truly worse-performing team in 
the tournament’s actual ranking.  We count the number of pairs for which this did not happen; 
the number of such errors is the PEC. 

The second we call the “rank difference squared” (RDS).  For each team, we take their 
true rank (say, 3rd) and actual rank (say, 5th), and find the squared difference (e.g., (3 − 5)² = 4).  
The sum of this exponent for all teams is the RDS.  The idea behind squaring the difference is to 
make large inaccuracies (the top team coming ninth) weigh more than equivalently many small 
inaccuracies (eight teams each being off by one place).  This approach is widely used in rank 
correlation analysis. 

The third we call the “sum of skill difference” (SSD).  It is based upon what is known in 
some literature as “Spearman’s footrule”, which previous authors on debate tournament 
structure have used as their primary metric (Du Toit, 2014).  Unlike the other two, which only 
concern ordinal rankings (1st, 2nd, …), the SSD accounts for differences in cardinal skill levels.  It 
is calculated as follows.  Take the absolute difference between the MDS of the team that should 
have come first and the team that actually came first.  Then repeat this for all ranks until last 
place and add all these absolute differences together.  By using the MDS, this metric recognizes 
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that it is less unfair for two teams closely matched in demonstrated skill to be ordered 
incorrectly, than two teams whose demonstrated skill is far apart to be ordered incorrectly. 

To illustrate each of these metrics, worked calculations for each of them in the example 
from Table 1 are shown in Table 2.  We cherry-picked these examples to illustrate that the 
three metrics are not equivalent, and so offer distinct assessments of order accuracy.  However, 
in practice, as one might expect, they agree most of the time and differ only in tricky cases. 

Because our focus in this paper is on improving break accuracy, and because it is clear 
from the history of WUDC tournaments that teams in the bottom half of the team rankings do 
not break in any division, we focused on how well various scoring systems do at achieving order 
accuracy in the top half of the teams on the team tab.  This dramatically reduced computation 
time without ignoring any data that was likely to be relevant to the accuracy of the break.  The 
accuracy of the bottom half of the team tab is undoubtedly matches the top half. 

 
Table 2:  Illustrating how the three order accuracy metrics are calculated for examples in Table 1 

 
  

True order MDS Tournament A Tournament B Tournament C 
1 159.0 2 3 1 
2 155.0 3 1 5 
3 152.0 4 5 4 
4 151.0 5 4 3 
5 150.0 1 2 2 

Pairwise error count  
(PEC) 
 
By PEC, tournament A  
is “most accurate”. 

1 def 2 ✗ 
1 def 3 ✗ 
1 def 4 ✗ 
1 def 5 ✗ 
2 def 3 ✓ 

2 def 4 ✓ 
2 def 5 ✓ 
3 def 4 ✓ 
3 def 5 ✓ 
4 def 5 ✓ 

1 def 2 ✓ 
1 def 3 ✗ 
1 def 4 ✓ 
1 def 5 ✓ 
2 def 3 ✗ 

2 def 4 ✗ 
2 def 5 ✗ 
3 def 4 ✓ 
3 def 5 ✓ 
4 def 5 ✗ 

1 def 2 ✓ 
1 def 3 ✓ 
1 def 4 ✓ 
1 def 5 ✓ 
2 def 3 ✗ 

2 def 4 ✗ 
2 def 5 ✗ 
3 def 4 ✗ 
3 def 5 ✗ 
4 def 5 ✗ 

PEC (total errors): 4 PEC (total errors): 5 PEC (total errors): 6 

Rank difference squared 
(RDS) 
 
By RDS, tournament B  
is “most accurate”. 

(1 – 2)²  =  1 
(2 – 3)²  =  1 
(3 – 4)²  =  1 
(4 – 5)²  =  1 
(5 – 1)²  =  16 

RDS (total diff): 20 

(1 – 3)²  =  4 
(2 – 1)²  =  1 
(3 – 5)²  =  4 
(4 – 4)²  =  0 
(5 – 2)²  =  9 

RDS (total diff): 18 

(1 – 1)²  =  0 
(2 – 5)²  =  9 
(3 – 4)²  =  1 
(4 – 3)²  =  1 
(5 – 2)²  =  9 

RDS (total diff): 20 

Sum skill difference  
(SSD) 
 
By SSD, tournament C 
 is “most accurate”. 

|159 – 155|  =  4 
|155 – 152|  =  3 
|152 – 151|  =  1 
|151 – 150|  =  1 
|150 – 159|  =  9 

SSD (total diff): 18 

|159 – 152|  =  7 
|155 – 159|  =  4 
|152 – 150|  =  2 
|151 – 151|  =  0 
|150 – 155|  =  5 

SSD (total diff): 18 

|159 – 159|  =  0 
|155 – 150|  =  5 
|152 – 151|  =  1 
|151 – 152|  =  1 
|150 – 155|  =  5 

SSD (total diff): 12 
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5.3: Bubble Size 

In our experimental results, we also present results on bubble size, i.e., the number of 
teams tied on team points with the lowest breaking team.  This is not exactly a metric of 
success, but it is illuminating in a variety of ways. 

At a typical WUDC, the bubble is the number of teams that are on 17 points after Round 
9.  In the years since the break expanded to 48, the average size of the bubble is 25.5 teams.  
Many debaters seem to prefer those rare situations where there is a “clean break” (e.g., where 
all teams on 18 and above break, and all teams on 17 and below do not).  For many people, this 
is because they believe that speaker points are biased and more arbitrary than team points.10  
The smaller the bubble, the less power speaker points have in deciding who breaks.  Several 
authors have plausibly argued that speaker points are conducive to systemic bias against those 
in marginalized groups.11  So, there is reason to prefer systems that minimize the size of the 
bubble.12 

Section 6: Results 

The charts in this section contain data from our simulations.  The first simulations 
confirm the conventional wisdom that adding more rounds to a tournament makes the results 
more accurate, with diminishing returns as more rounds are added.  Our initial simulations 
assumed an idealized environment where a team’s skill did not vary from round to round and 
where judges always accurately perceived debaters’ skill.  Later, we looked at more realistic 
situations with noise (i.e., team skill fluctuation and imperfect judge perception).   

6.1: More Rounds Generates More Accuracy 

In a large tournament like the WUDC, with say 360 teams, the break will get significantly 
more accurate as you add more rounds.  Setting aside noise, the charts in Figure 5 show what 5 
rounds, 9 rounds and 18 rounds look like in terms of our key metrics.13  On the top row we have 
(left to right):  the number of deserving teams excluded from the break (i.e., hard luck count); 
then the quality deficit scores, and the size of the bubble for each number of rounds.  On the 
bottom row, we have the pairwise error count, rank differences squared and the sum of score 
differences for each number of rounds.  In all metric charts in this paper, the goal is to minimize 
the inaccuracy according to that metric, so results that are lower represent better outcomes.14 

 
10  This was one of the arguments offered in support of the proposal to break all and only those teams on 18 or 
more points (after 9 rounds) at Worlds. (Barnes, Hume, & Johnson, Expanding the Worlds Break, 2011) 
11  See, for instance:  (Pierson, 2013), (Spera, Mhaoileoin, & O'Dwyer, 2013), (Falkenstein, 2013), (Buckley & Tedja, 
2013), (Kohn & Perkins, 2018).  Also, Huyen Thi Thanh Nguyen is doing very extensive research on the gender gap 
in competitive debating, which has not yet been published. 
12  There are other ways to break ties in team points, other than using speaker points, and using these would 
reduce the impact of systemic bias.  Unfortunately, our research strongly suggests that the most obvious alternate 
method to break ties (using strength of opponents) leads to significantly less accurate breaks.  We have not found 
any methods of breaking ties on the bubble that is clearly superior to using speaker points. 
13  Unless otherwise noted, data charts are all based on 70,000 simulations for each comparative element. 
14  In these “box and whisker” charts, the box represents the range of the middle 50% of the results, while the thin 
lines extending up and down from these boxes represent the range of the worst 25% and best 25% of the results 
respectively.  The average of all the results for each system is represented by a thin white line inside the box. 
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Figures 5.1 to 5.6:  Metrics for status quo system using 5, 9 and 18 rounds (360 teams, no noise) 
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These charts show what everyone already believes:  holding more rounds will improve 
the accuracy of the break.  All of our metrics confirm this.  Note that the number of deserving 
teams who miss the break does not actually vary that much.  This is both interesting and 
misleading.  We will return to this later, but briefly, it turns out that the real key to improving 
break accuracy isn’t just excluding fewer deserving teams, but getting the order of all the teams 
more accurately sorted so that fewer team who are very deserving are excluded and fewer  
teams who are very undeserving are included.  The size the bubble (e.g., number of teams on 
17 at a typical WUDC) also shrinks 
considerably as more rounds are added.  In 
the second row, all three order accuracy 
metrics improve considerably when you add 
more rounds.  Table 3 how much worse the 
status quo (SQ) system does with fewer 
rounds (5 vs 9, or 9 vs 18). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
So, without any noise at a tournament (i.e., absent both team skill varying from round to 

round and judge perception error), adding more rounds clearly improves the accuracy of the 
overall team rankings and the accuracy of the break.  But, since there is noise at tournaments, 
we need to look at what happens according to our metrics of success under realistic 
assumptions about noise.  This is shown in Figures 6.1 to 6.6. 

 
 Data represented on box and whisker charts in shades of grey come from tournament simulations of 
either fewer or more than 9 rounds.  All data in color comes from systems operating over exactly 9 rounds. 

Metric of 
Success 

SQ-5 is worse 
than SQ-9 by … 

SQ-9 is worse 
than SQ-18 by ... 

Hard Luck 50% 27% 
Quality Deficit 117% 66% 
Pairwise Errors 26% 24% 

Rank Difference2 79% 100% 
Sum Skill Differences 35% 40% 

Table 3:  Worse accuracy with fewer rounds (without noise) 
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Even with noise, these results confirm that adding rounds improves break quality and 
overall rank accuracy on all metrics, as shown in Table 4.  Adding more rounds also reduces the 
bubble size significantly.  As expected, adding 
noise makes the improvements from adding 
rounds less dramatic, but the improvements 
are still quite substantial.  Of course, even 
though using 18 rounds is better according to 
all of our metrics of break accuracy, there are 
obvious practical problems with holding 18 
preliminary rounds, which makes this system 
untenable as a real policy.  But, if we could get similarly impressive improvements in accuracy 
and fairness without these practical problems (e.g., within 9 rounds), we clearly should. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.2: Tapered Points  

 In the course of our research, we compared the results countless scoring systems.  In 
this subsection, we compare the status quo method for 9 rounds with two new methods 
employed over 9 rounds.  The new systems we are considering here, which are summarized in 
Table 5, offer more points per round at the start of the tournament and these points are 
reduced until the end of the preliminary rounds (Round 9), at which time they all offer the 
tradition points.  This is similar to the annealing process described in Section 2.  Points in any 
given round are always multiples of the standard (3,2,1,0).  In the first method, represented by 
green in the table and charts below, these points just change day by day (“Day Taper” or “DT”).  
In the second method, represented by blue, the points change round by round (“Round Taper” 

Metric of 
Success 

SQ-5 is worse 
than SQ-9 by … 

SQ-9 is worse 
than SQ-18 by ... 

Hard Luck 21% 15% 
Quality Deficit 46% 35% 
Pairwise Errors 11% 5% 

Rank Difference2 34% 38% 
Sum Skill Differences 18% 19% 

Table 4:  Worse accuracy with fewer rounds (with noise) 

Figures 6.1 to 6.6:  Metrics for status quo system using 5, 9 and 18 rounds (360 teams, with noise) 
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Figures 7.1 to 7.6:  Metrics for status quo, day by day, and round by round systems (9 rounds, 360 teams, without noise) 
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or “RT”).  Here, status quo points are multiplied by the number of preliminary rounds remaining 
when that round begins.  

 Below we present two 
sets of six graphs, representing 
our five metrics of success and 
the bubble size.  The first set 
(Figures 7.1 – 7.6) is under the 
idealized assumption of no noise. 
The second set (Figures 8.1 – 8.6) 
assumes a realistic noise level.15  
The point here is to first establish 
a “proof of concept” for our 
approach of using tapered points, 
using an idealized environment, 
and then show that these results 
hold under realistic conditions. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

15  We have run simulations using a wide range of assumptions about noise, not just the ones employed here.  (The 
ones here are our best estimates of the real-world noise based on the available data.)  To broadly generalize our 
findings here, the less noise that the system contains, the more dramatic the improvement that is gained by using 
a tapered system, but even when unrealistically high levels of noise are simulated, tapered systems still 
outperform the status quo.   
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Table 5: Points awarded each round by status quo and two tapered systems 

ROUND 
# 

Status Quo (SQ) Day Taper (DT) Round Taper (RT) 
Points Factor Points Factor Points Factor 

1 3,2,1,0 1 9,6,3,0 3 27,18,9,0 9 
2 3,2,1,0 1 9,6,3,0 3 24,16,8,0 8 
3 3,2,1,0 1 9,6,3,0 3 21,14,7,0 7 
4 3,2,1,0 1 6,4,2,0 2 18,12,6,0 6 
5 3,2,1,0 1 6,4,2,0 2 15,10,5,0 5 
6 3,2,1,0 1 6,4,2,0 2 12,8,4,0 4 
7 3,2,1,0 1 3,2,1,0 1 9,6,3,0 3 
8 3,2,1,0 1 3,2,1,0 1 6,4,2,0 2 
9 3,2,1,0 1 3,2,1,0 1 3,2,1,0 1 
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So, in the idealized world where teams’ demonstrated skill does not vary from round to 
round and the more skilled team always wins, both tapered systems perform much better than 
the status quo on all five metrics of success, and they also reduce the size of the bubble, which 
reduces the reliance on and influence of speaker points in determining who breaks.  Tapered 
systems reduce the number of deserving teams excluded from the break by either 52% (using 
DT) or 73% (using RT).  More importantly, in all our 70,000 simulations of the tapered systems, 
only the very worst result was as bad as the average SQ result by the break quality metrics, and 
according to the order accuracy metrics, the worst tapered system result usually was better 
that the best SQ result.  There is no doubt that without noise, both of these tapered systems do 
much better than the status quo at generating breaks that are more accurate and fairer for 
everyone.  Indeed, the RT tapered system approaches perfection in a situation without noise. 

Obviously, actual tournaments have both kinds of noise:  variations in demonstrated 
skill between rounds and variations in the accuracy of judging panels’ perceptions of that skill.  
We calculated these noise levels using data from the past 10 years at Worlds and from the HWS 
Round Robin (as described in Section 4).  This data set gave us a demonstrated skill standard 
deviation (D-noise) of 3.02 and a judge panel perception variation standard deviation (P-noise) 
of 3.67.  Running 70,000 trials of each of the three tabbing systems with this realistic noise gave 
us the results shown in Figures 8.1 to 8.6. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Predictably, all of the systems average much less accurate breaks when we add noise, 

but the new DT system still does better than the SQ on all metrics (though by smaller margins) 
and RT does better on all but one metric.  With realistic noise in the simulation, the advantages 
of the new systems are less dramatic, but they certainly still exist.  Notably, the DT system does 

Figures 8.1 to 8.6:  Metrics for status quo, day by day, and round by round systems (9 rounds, 360 teams, with noise) 
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better than the RT system when there is noise.16  Both tapered systems outperform the SQ, but 
the DT system is most clearly superior.  Only the pairwise error count metric has the three 
different scoring systems roughly on par, but DT still performs better, and given its dramatic 
superiority on the other metrics, this does not concern us. 

The three order accuracy metrics on the bottom row of each set of charts are important, 
not just because they tell us about the accuracy of the ESL and EFL breaks, but also because 
they tell us about order accuracy within the breaks.  Although QDS measures the quality 
missing from the overall break, it doesn’t say anything about how accurate the ordering is 
inside the break.  This internal order accuracy is obviously important in determining who gets a 
bye out of partial double-octofinals, and is also central to making the elimination round pairings 
fair.  For example, in the SQ, the top team on 17 points is inevitably much stronger than the 
bottom team on 18 points (and almost certainly the bottom team on 19), but the former is 
seeded below the latter.17  So, it is entirely possible that a top seeded team would be paired 
against the lower ranked (but very highly skilled) team at the top of the 17s as the supposedly 
weakest team in the room, while a much lower seeded team would be paired against the higher 
ranked (but considerably weaker) bottom team on 19 as the low seed team in the room.  
Basically, the more accurate the ordering is within the breaks, the fairer the elimination pairings 
are, so that stronger teams are more likely to advance further, as certainly should be the case. 

It bears pointing out that the amount of noise has a negligible effect on bubble size.  The 
distribution of team points, and hence the bubble size (which is just the number of teams on a 
particular number of team points), is almost fully determined by the scoring system and 
number of rounds; the only results that can affect it are those of debates with pull-up teams in 
them.  Moreover, because the new systems have smaller bubbles, more teams are “locked 
into” the break on team points (i.e., fewer teams rely on speaker points to break).  Several 
people have argued that speaker points are an unreliable measure of how well teams are 
debating, either because they are inconsistently and capriciously awarded, or because they are 
significantly tainted by implicit bias.18  To the extent that you believe that speaker points are 
less reliable than team points, the systems that rely on them less to determine the break will be 
preferable.  Indeed, this is one reason why someone might prefer the RT system over the DT 
system, even though it doesn’t perform quite as well according to our metrics. 

 
16  In noisy environments there are both advantages and disadvantages of larger bubbles.  It’s not all that matters, 
since the DT beats SQ with much smaller bubbles.  Disadvantages of larger bubbles include excessive reliance on 
potentially biased speaker points, which our model does not capture (for reasons discussed later in the paper). 
17  For example, in 2013, Monash B broke as the top team on 17 (ranked 48th on the tab) and then won Worlds. 
18  We earlier cited numerous articles documenting bias in debating in general and in speaker points in particular, 
but it is also worth pointing out that speaker points are also suspect for more mundane reasons.  Speaker points 
are often assigned in a very rushed manner under pressure to hand in a ballot and not hold up the tournament.  
Also, the judges assigning them have often been spending recent rounds judging debates of very different quality, 
which can make the current debate seem significantly better or worse in comparison.  Some of these issues are 
discussed by Maria English and James Kilcup (English & Kilcup, 2013). 
 We attempted to simulate judges’ implicit bias against certain teams, as distinct from general judge 
perception noise.  In the end, we could not come up with a way of doing this that we believed both accurately 
captured the existing implicit bias and also relied on widely accepted assumptions.  But if you agree that implicit 
bias exists and is disproportionately manifested in speaker points, then there is additional reason to prefer systems 
that minimize the influence of speaker points (e.g., by creating smaller bubbles). 
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6.3: The Most Accurate System  

 Of the scoring systems examined so far, the Day Taper system 
is most appealing, but we wanted to identify the best system possible 
for a 9-round tournament of WUDC’s size.  To ensure we are 
endorsing the best system, we used a systematic approach to the 
problem, testing every point pattern over the course of 9 rounds, 
within the following constraints:  1) Team points remain in 
proportions of 3,2,1,0;  2) Team points are always in whole numbers;  
3) Team points received by the first-place team in a single round 
never exceed 36;  4) Team points do not increase in subsequent 
rounds.19  After this fairly exhaustive search, the scoring system that 
clearly performed best is what we will call the “Early Taper” system 
(see Table 6).  There was a significant gap between the performance of this system and any 
other system.  The charts in Figures 9.1 – 9.6 show how the Early Taper system (ET) performs 
according to our standard metrics.  Because ET performs so much better than the alternatives, 
this is the system that we recommend be adopted at Worlds. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
19  After performing this search for scoring systems assuming a field of 360 teams, we took the 25 best performing 
systems and compared these to each other under tournament sizes of 260 to 440 (at 20 team intervals).  ET was 
consistently the best performing system under all these tournament sizes.   
 Additionally, we did not arbitrarily ignore scoring systems that increased in value as the tournament 
progressed or (more plausibly) increased and then decreased in value.  We tested many versions of these systems 
and none performed well.  So, these variations were excluded only after due consideration. 

ROUND 
# 

Early Taper (ET) 
Points Factor 

1 12,9,6,0 4 
2 9,6,3,0 3 
3 6,4,2,0 2 
4 6,4,2,0 2 
5 3,2,1,0 1 
6 3,2,1,0 1 
7 3,2,1,0 1 
8 3,2,1,0 1 
9 3,2,1,0 1 

Table 6:  Point allocations in 
each round for Early Taper 

Figures 9.1 to 9.6:  Metrics for SQ (9 rounds), Early Taper, SQ (18 rounds), DT and RT (360 teams, with noise) 
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The most important information here is a comparison between ET and the status quo 
system.  It is clear enough from the data set in these charts that the status quo system 
performs worse according to all five metrics, but we worry that the charts might not sufficiently 
emphasize how much worse the status quo performs.  Table 7 calculates the degree to which 
the status quo falls short of ET.  Another way of understanding the improvement that ET 
represents is to notice that the average ET score on every metric is better than the 75th 
percentile of SQ results.  Indeed, in most metrics, the 25th percentile of ET is better than the 
75th percentile of SQ.  It would surely be worth accepting some significant costs to achieve 
improvements that are this dramatic, but in fact, these improvements can be  
achieved at essentially no cost. 

 In case some people find raw 
numbers unpersuasive, we have also 
simulated tournaments using the 
status quo system for double the 
number of rounds (18 preliminary 
rounds).  As we noted in Section 6.1, 
running double the number of 
preliminary rounds definitely makes 
the break more accurate.  But even running 18 rounds of SQ generates less accurate breaks 
than running an Early Taper system for just 9 rounds.  In short, the WUDC community can 
achieve a break accuracy better than holding 18 preliminary rounds if they simply change how 
points are awarded in the first four rounds of the tournament, with no other changes 
necessary.20 

6.4: Judge Packing 

Anyone who is familiar with how a major BP tournament is run knows that there exists a 
nearly universal practice of packing stronger judges into live rooms (i.e., rooms where teams 
still have a chance of breaking).  Stronger judges are more likely to accurately assess the skill 
levels of the teams.  In other words, stronger panels have lower judge perception noise.  We 
designed our simulator to allow us to vary the judge perception noise in each individual round, 
allowing us to simulate judge packing.  (Note:  readers who are not interested in a quite 
detailed discussion of how to model judge packing in computer simulations may wish to skip to 
the last paragraph of Section 6.4, without any fear of missing material that is essential to 
understanding our argument.) 

Although judge packing is common at Worlds and other major BP tournaments, not all 
tournaments (i.e., core adjudication teams) will implement it in the same way.  Some 
tournaments are more aggressive in packing judges earlier.  This involves categorizing more 
rooms in early rounds as “low priority”, taking highly rated judges out of these rooms and  

 
20  In the Early Taper system, the last five rounds award points just like the status quo system. 

Metric of 
Success 

Early 
Taper 

Status  
Quo 

How Much Worse  
Does the SQ Perform? 

Hard Luck 8.54 10.20 19% 
Quality Deficit 19.24 28.61 49% 
Pairwise Errors 2496 2640 6% 

Rank Difference2 172460 252187 46% 
Sum Skill Differences 262.6 316.6 21% 

Bubble Size ≈12.2 ≈26.5 (not a success metric) 

Table 7:  How much worse is the status quo than Early Taper? 
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putting them into “high priority” rooms.21  There is disagreement about how judge packing 
should be done, and we do not take any position on this dispute.  But, since judge packing is a 
very common practice, we do want to model judge packing, and we want to do it based on as 
few controversial assumptions as possible.  So, to this end, we have chosen to designate a room 
as dead (i.e., low-priority) if it is mathematically impossible for teams in the room to break in 
the open category, and to otherwise call a room live.22   

Recall from Section 4 that we found the baseline for judge perception noise using data 
from the HWS Round Robin, from years where dual panels were employed.  That means that 
our baseline judge perception noise is set to the average strength of panels at the HWS Round 
Robin.  Based on conversations with former Chief 
Adjudicators and Deputy Chief Adjudicators of 
Worlds, who are all also quite familiar with the 
HWS RR, we estimated that the average panel 
strength at the HWS RR was roughly equal to 
panel strength in live rooms during Round 5 or 6 
at a Worlds with typical judging quality.  From 
this baseline, we estimated (again in consultation 
with former WUDC adjudication core members) 
that judge perception noise in Round 9 live 
rooms was perhaps 70–80% as much, and in an 
average Round 1 panel at Worlds the judge 
perception noise level would be in the range of 
120–130% range, but we admit that these are 
largely intuitive guesses.23  Fortunately, the 

 
21  Judge packing makes panels in high priority rooms more accurate, but at the cost of making panels less accurate 
in low priority rooms.  It would be much more difficult to build a simulator that made the judging panels of 
different rooms different quality (during the same round).  So, what we did was to uniformly adjust the quality of 
the panel in every room in a particular round, and to set it to the level one could expect in a live room during that 
round.  The justification for this is simple.  We are concerned in this paper with those teams who are in contention 
to break, and so it is no problem that teams in dead rooms are getting more accurate judging in our simulations 
than is realistic.  Where these teams end up is (by definition) immaterial to the quality of the teams in the break.  
So, this simplification in our model has zero impact on the HLC and QDS metrics.  This simplification of packing 
would introduce minor distortion to PEC, RDS and SSD, but because packing is not used in the simulations 
discussed outside this section of the paper, and because these three metrics are not used inside this section, none 
of the data in this paper is distorted by our simplification. 
22  We are painfully aware that judge packing is much more complicated than this binary designation suggests, but 
this way of drawing the distinction is the clearest objectively determinable criterion that can be used to estimate 
how much packing can be done at any given point in a tournament.  If there were a way to accurately calculate the 
number of live and dead rooms for the ESL or EFL break, then we would, but there is not sufficient consistency in 
the number of points needed to break in these categories.  As discussed below, we use this live and dead room 
information to make quite modest assumptions about how judge packing operates in each system.  We are not 
claiming that tournaments do or should pack based on this distinction, merely that this distinction provides a 
rough measure of when more or less packing can be done at a tournament.  We are certainly not advocating that 
tournaments treat rooms as dead just because the teams in them are no longer in contention to break open. 
23  A concern has been raised about scoring systems like Early Taper that the greatest number of team points are 
being given out in Round 1, when the panels are at their weakest.  We address this concern directly in Section 7.1. 

Figure 10:  Number of live rooms as the tournament 
progresses, using the status quo and Early Taper systems 
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outcomes of our simulations were not particularly affected by the precise numbers we used 
from these ranges (or even numbers plausibly outside of them).  We do not mean that more 
judging noise does not make results less accurate; it does.  We mean that more or less judge 
perception noise hurts or helps the systems we looked at in roughly proportional ways.  So, the 
precise degree of judging noise (within realistic boundaries that are consistent with the data 
from the past 10 years at Worlds) does not impact which scoring system will produce the most 
accurate results.  Our simulations showed that under any plausible assumptions, the accuracy 
of all systems improved when the system employed judge packing.  Moreover, tapered systems 
improved to a larger degree by introducing packing.  The apparent reason for this is that judge 
packing in ET can start earlier and be done more aggressively, because the number of live 
rooms decreases much faster. 

Figure 10 shows the number of mathematically live rooms at a Worlds with 360 teams, 
when going into the round number given on the X axis.  A room is mathematically live if it is still 
mathematically possible for some team in that room to make the open break (e.g., if they took 
first place in every remaining round).  The status quo system is represented in orange and the 
Early Taper system in red. 

Using the SQ system, there are no truly dead rooms until Round 5 (and then only 2), so if 
judge packing is going to happen earlier, it will need to be at the expense of teams who still 
have a chance to break.  Using ET, judge packing can happen sooner without disadvantaging 
any live teams.  Starting in Round 3, ET has significantly fewer live rooms, allowing for higher 
quality (i.e., more accurate) judge panels in these live rooms.  In rounds 5 through 8, there are 
about half as many live rooms in ET than in the SQ. 

Figure 11 represents the performance of SQ and ET, each under four sets of 
assumptions regarding judge packing.  A system’s accuracy is measured here using the Quality 
Deficit Score metric.  On the left are the four SQ simulations.  The leftmost dataset represents 
results from “flattened” judge packing.24  The next three represent results from packing 
assumptions that we will call “low”, “medium” and “high”.  The three assumptions differ 
primarily in how much more judge perception noise is assigned to Round 1 and how much less 
to Round 9.  Low packing assumes that the perceptions of Round 1 panels are only a little 

 
24  It is important to distinguish between a simulation of a tournament with no judge packing and a simulation with 
flattened judge packing.  With no judge packing, judges in every round are allocated as they are in Round 1, with 
the goal being to get as close as possible to equal panel quality in every room.  Flattened judge packing is where 
one assigns the same baseline noise level (i.e., judging quality) in every round, but this level is much closer to what 
you would expect in a live round panel in Round 5 or 6, which is clearly better than in a Round 1 room.  In this 
paper, this baseline is the level of noise based on an average HWS RR panel.  One way to think about this is that 
flattened packing is similar to taking the improvements in judge panel quality in live rooms as the tournament goes 
on and distributing these improvements evenly across all nine rounds.  But, to the best of our knowledge, the only 
hard empirical data that exists on judge noise is what comes out of the HWS RR data, comparing independent 
judge panels, and that gives us an average panel noise level of 3.67 (our baseline).  Flattened packing just means 
applying this judge perception noise (3.67) to every round, not because this is more realistic, but rather because it 
avoids adding additional unwarranted assumptions.  As is made clear by the end of this section on judge packing, 
the charts, arguments and conclusions of this paper would not change significantly if we had chosen to build judge 
packing into our model throughout the paper.  The only changes would have been for all the chart values to 
decrease (i.e., improve) somewhat and for there to be an additional set of unwarranted assumptions in our model, 
these being the choice of specific judge perception noise levels for each round based on packing. 
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noisier than the baseline level, and Round 9 panels in live rooms are only a little less noisy than 
baseline levels.  High packing assumes that the perceptions of Round 1 panels are much noisier 
than the baseline, and Round 9 panels in live rooms are much less noisy than baseline levels.  
We think that the reality is very likely to lie between these two sets of assumptions, and 
medium packing represents the assumption that packing affects judge perception noise to a 
degree that is somewhere between low and high.  Under all of these assumptions, Round 5 is 
noisier than baseline and Round 6 is less noisy than baseline noise (i.e., a typical HWS RR panel).   

Since Early Taper has never been used, no one has any experience of what judge packing 
would look like under that system.  So, to estimate the judge perception noise in each round of 
ET, we assumed that if two systems have the same number of live rooms in a given round (at a 
tournament of the same size, with the same judging pool), then the quality of judging in those 
live rooms should be the same.  So, obviously, the judging noise in Round 1 should be the same 
for both systems because every room is a live room in both systems.  If half the rooms are live 
and half are dead, then (all other things being equal), the average quality of the panels in live 
rooms should be the same in SQ or ET.  This seems true, whether half the rooms are dead after 
Round 7 (as in the SQ) or half the rooms are dead after Round 4 (as in ET).  So, our assumptions 
for low, medium and high noise levels for ET were set by comparing the number of live rooms 
in ET with the number of live rooms in SQ, then matching the estimated noise in the same type 
of packing assumption (flat, low, medium or high).  For example, going into Round 5 in ET, there 
are 45 live rooms.  In SQ, there are 45 live rooms going into Round 8.  So, the judging panel 
noise for ET with low packing in Round 5 is going to the equal to the judging panel noise for SQ 
with low packing in Round 8.  Similarly, for medium and high packing.   

The left half of Figure 11 shows that packing judges in SQ improves the break accuracy 
(using the QDS metric) by 7%, 
12% or 17%, depending on 
whether you assume a low, 
medium or high impact on 
judge perception noise from 
packing.  This represents 
improvement over a 
flattened packing model, 
and the improvement over a 
simulation with no packing 
at all would be much 
greater.25  Similarly, the right 
half of the chart shows that 
packing judges in ET 
improves the break accuracy 
(QDS) by 11%, 20% or 26%, 

 
25  See the previous footnote for the distinction between flattened packing and no packing.  Having no judge 
packing performs much worse in both systems.  In SQ, no packing is 29% worse than flattened packing, and in ET 
no packing is 48% worse than flattened packing.  Given that all plausible packing frameworks improve significantly 
over flattened packing, it is clear why judge packing is a very appealing (though not unproblematic) strategy. 

Figure 11:  How much does judge packing improve break quality under SQ and ET? 
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depending on whether you assume a low, medium or high impact on judge perception noise 
from packing.  So, regardless of what plausible packing assumptions you think are correct, 
packing judges helps ET more than it helps SQ.  The superior impact of packing on ET make 
sense because by reducing the number of live rooms earlier, tournaments using ET can begin 
packing panels earlier.  So, tournaments using ET will have more accurate panel decisions (i.e., 
less judge perception noise) in live rooms in all rounds where ET uses packing, as compared to 
tournaments using SQ.  This improvement in accuracy starts earlier in the tournament and is 
more intense in all rounds after it begins. 

So, here are the simple lessons from this section about judge packing.  First, judge 
packing has a positive and significant impact on the accuracy of the break, regardless of 
whether you think judge packing has a high, low or medium impact on the accuracy of judging 
panel perception.  Second, and more to the point of this paper, judge packing improves break 
accuracy for both SQ and ET, and it does so by roughly the same amount, though considered 
proportionally, packing helps ET to a significantly greater degree.  Again, this is true regardless 
of whether you think judge packing has a high, low or medium impact on judge perception 
noise.  So, because judge packing helps SQ less than it helps ET, we feel safe in leaving packing 
out of our model.  In other words, by leaving packing out we are not favoring our conclusions; if 
anything, just the opposite, we are giving SQ its best shot by assuming a flattened judge packing 
outside of this section of the paper.  We have chosen to do this because we have no firm 
evidence for preferring one set of assumptions about judge packing over another, so as long as 
it does not impact which of the systems performs better (which we’ve just shown it does not), it 
is better to have our model avoid any unwarranted assumptions.   

6.5: Field Size Sensitivity  

To make the presentation of our findings easier to follow, we chose a specific WUDC 
tournament size (360 teams) to use in almost all of our models.26  However, we did run 
simulations on many other tournament sizes, from 240 to 400 teams (in increments of 40 
teams), to ensure that our conclusions were consistent across field sizes.  To create the charts 
in this section, we ran 2.4 million simulations.  Each data point on the charts in Figures 12.1 and 
12.2 represents the average QDS from 20,000 simulations.  The SQ and RT systems were 
evaluated for field sizes (240, 280, 320, 360 & 400), with each analyzed for 12 tournament 
lengths (1-12 rounds).27  When we looked at the average quality deficit scores (QDS) associated 
with these, we found a very interesting result. 
  

 
26  The size of 360 teams reflects a common size from over the past 10 years, the average of which is approximately 
350.  We acknowledge that in certain recent years, the number of teams has been much lower than this, but we 
believe that 360 represents a fairly typical tournament size. 
27  The RT taper scoring system is used in this comparison because it is easiest to define for any number of rounds, 
whereas the exact pattern of points in a Day Taper or Early Taper system is not clearly defined for tournaments 
that are not 9 rounds.  Regardless of this, none of the tapered systems we looked at displayed the kind of 
irregularity across field sizes that the status quo clearly displays.  That being said, it is worth remembering that in 
noisy environments, the DT taper outperforms the RT taper, and Early Taper outperforms the DT taper. 
     We plan to discover which taper patterns work best for various tournament sizes and lengths.  Our initial 
investigations into this area lead us to expect that they will all look analogous to Early Taper, reducing in early 
rounds and then flattening out.  If so, we would consider all of these to be varieties of Early Taper systems. 
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Figure 12.2:  QDS as rounds increase for various field sizes 
      Status Quo system 

Figure 12.4:  QDS as rounds increase for various field sizes 
      Status Quo system (magnified) 
 
Note:  The vertical axis in figures 11.3 & 11.4 line up. 

 
Figure 12.1:  QDS as rounds increase for various field sizes 
      Round-by-Round system 

 The Figures 12.1 to 12.4, the X-axis represents the number of rounds that are run at the 
tournament before the break, while the Y-axis represents the average quality deficit score for 
the break (so lower scores are better).  The expectation is obviously that as one runs more 
preliminary rounds, the accuracy of the break increases and the QDS goes down.  On the left, 
we see how the tapered system (after a brief instability if breaking after just 2 rounds) 
consistently improves the quality of the break as more rounds are added, regardless of the size 
of the tournament, doing so more slowly as the number of rounds increases.  On the right, we 
see that the status quo system also displays an overall trend toward higher quality breaks, but 
that it does this in a dramatically inconsistent manner.  Figures 12.3 and 12.4 magnify the range 
of rounds we are most concerned with.  If you hold the number of rounds constant, one 
expects larger tournaments to produce less accurate breaks.  This expectation is clearly borne 
out in the RT taper system, but it is also borne out in the status quo data, thought the erratic 
results in the status quo make this harder to see. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

What is stunning about the status quo data here is both the inconsistent improvement 
of the systems as you add more rounds and also the dramatic difference that field size makes in 
the number of rounds that will yield the best results.  For example, with a 400-team 
tournament using the status quo, the open break will be higher quality (according to QDS & 

Figure 12.3:  QDS as rounds increase for various field sizes 
      Round-by-Round system (magnified) 
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Figure 13.4:  Status Quo system (18 rounds, with noise) Figure 13.3:  Early Taper system (9 rounds, with noise) 

Figure 13.2:  Round-by-Round system (9 rounds, NO NOISE) Figure 13.1:  Status Quo system (9 rounds, with noise) 

HLC) after 7 rounds than after 9 rounds.28  With 280 teams, the open break after 8 rounds is of 
higher quality than after 9.  Moreover, this isn’t due to randomness in simulations; our results 
are averaged over 20,000 simulations, and we get consistent results if we repeat the 
experiment. 

The reason for the inconsistent improvement of the status quo has to do with the large 
bubbles created by the SQ and with the probability of having a clean break (or close to it).  
Mathematically, how close a tournament is to a clean break depends only on the field size, 
number of round and the results of pull-up rooms—not any other debate results.  So, with 400 
teams, it is very likely that there will be a clean break after 9 rounds, or close to it.29  When 
brackets are reasonably large (say, more than 10), the top team on a certain number of team 
points is invariably a much higher quality team than the bottom team on the next higher 
bracket of team points.  Indeed, this is generally also true of the second-highest and third-
highest, when compared to the second-lowest and third-lowest (though obviously to a lesser 
extent).  This phenomenon is illustrated below in Figure 13.1, showing the results of a single 
tournament simulation in SQ.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Ideally, we want the curve created by plotting MDS against tab position to be smooth 

and non-increasing, but noise makes this impossible.  The closer to this ideal, the better a 
system should score on all of our five metrics.  Ultimately, the lesson here is that due to the 
inherent nature of the SQ system, large numbers of teams will end on the same point level (i.e., 

 
28  With 400 teams, the average QDS after 9 rounds is about 42.5, which is 30% higher (i.e., worse) than the 
average QDS after 7 rounds, which is about 32.5. 
29  History bears this out.  The 2010 WUDC (Koc) had 388 teams and only two teams in the top 48 were on 17.  The 
2012 WUDC (De La Salle) had 396 teams and only one team in the top 48 was on 17.  The 2013 WUDC (Berlin) had 
388 teams and only one team in the top 48 was on 17.  As this moves to 400 teams, the chances of a clean (or 
nearly clean) break just increases. 
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it has large bubbles), and top teams at the n−1 point level will be dramatically stronger (i.e., 
have much higher MDS) than bottom teams at the n point level.  The analysis above explains 
why this phenomenon results in the SQ system yielding very inconsistent break accuracy 
depending on the field size at the tournament, whereas tapered systems provide more 
consistent (and better) accuracy regardless of field size.   

Figure 13.1 represents a field of 360 teams, with each tiny orange dot representing one 
team.  The grey lines show the trend lines from the top of a point level to the bottom.30  The 
break line falls in the upper part of the 17s, as it consistently will, unless the field size differs 
significantly from 360.  Since the same number of teams will still break, if there were 400 
teams, the break line would consistently fall at or near the clean break between 17s and 18s.  In 
this case, all the relatively weak teams at the bottom of the 18s are included in the break, while 
all the quite strong teams at the top of the 17s are excluded from the break.  This combination 
leads to a sharp reduction in the overall quality of teams in the break (i.e., a higher QDS).  In 
contrast, RT produces very small bubbles, within which there is much smaller variation in 
teams’ mean demonstrated skill.  So, it makes fairly little difference how often there is a clean 
break, which there frequently will be.  Figure 13.2 is a chart provided to show an outcome near 
the ideal of accuracy.  This represents RT in a tournament without any noise.  So, this is not a 
realistic situation, but it’s what we would like our scoring system to get closer to.   
 Figure 13.3 shows a curve generated by ET where, although not smooth, there is no 
place where you can draw the break line that will be particularly disruptive to the quality of the 
break, so this system will not fall prey to the field size sensitivity problem.  There are only 
faintly discernable groupings of teams on the same number of points, and there are no major 
jumps in skill between these.  In Figure 13.4, we see that 18 rounds of the status quo still 
produces very clear point groupings of teams on the same number of points.  This shows that 
SQ-18 will still inevitably result in more field size sensitivity than a tapered scoring system.  The 
quality of the break will jump up and down depending on whether the number of teams 
competing makes the break likely to be a clean break, or nearly so.  This is certainly not 
desirable.  SQ-18’s overall ordering of the top half of the team tab will be much more accurate 
than that of SQ-9, because the bubbles will be smaller and the ordering of teams within each 
point level will be much more accurate.  But, just like SQ-9, SQ-18 has very big jumps in quality 
from the bottom of one point-level to the top of the level that is one point lower, and that 
significantly undermines the accuracy of the system.  The chart of the ET system has some 
spikes, but it is generally smoother, reflecting its greater accuracy. 

Section 7: Potential Objections 

In this section, we discuss the three most common objections to our proposal that we 
have encountered.  First, that tapered systems have the least skilled panels assigning the most 
points.  Second, that by limiting the number of live rooms more quickly, the experience at 
Worlds is less fun for more teams.  Third, that there are other new tabbing systems that would 
have even greater benefits. 

 
30  In SQ simulations, it is easy to identify where teams on each point level start and stop.  We have added trend 
lines for the portions of the tab representing teams on 17 and on 18, since that is where the break happens.  Every 
different tournament simulation will be different in the details, but these trend lines will be very similar. 
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7.1: The “Weak Early Panels” Objection 

The most common objection that we have heard about using tapered points is that it 
awards the most points in the rounds that have the weakest judging panels (i.e., the highest 
judge perception noise), before the tournament has had an opportunity to pack the best judges 
into the live rooms.  Objectors have placed a particular emphasis on Round 1, since at the start 
of Worlds, the adjudication core may not know the judging pool well enough to place into every 
room a chair in whom they have high confidence.  Of course, Round 1 panels are not any worse 
using ET than they are using SQ.  There are two main responses to this objection and both are 
important, for different reasons.   

The first response is that, uncontroversially, calls are much more obvious in the early 
rounds of Worlds.  So, it requires much less judging skill for the panel to make the correct call.  
This is particularly true of Round 1, but is also true in other early rounds.  There are cases of 
multiple highly competitive teams in the same room in Round 1, but these are unusual, and 
having more than two in a room is rare.  As a result, even mediocre panels are likely to come to 
the correct call in Round 1.  And, in the other early rounds, though judge packing has not been 
aggressively implemented, many adjudication cores will already ensure that there are reliable 
chairs in the higher point rooms.  Because the teams have not been well sorted into rooms by 
skill level, the calls in those rooms will generally be more obvious than later in the tournament, 
and as the calls become less obvious, the panels get better.  With ET, they get better much 
sooner and more dramatically, as we established in Section 6.4. 

The second response is more dispositive of the question, even if it may be less satisfying 
or intuitive.  Ultimately, the best response to the objection is that our model has already shown 
that when we do take the relative weakness of early round panels into consideration (using any 
plausible packing assumptions), the results of the tapered scoring systems are clearly better.31  
Large debating competitions are complex systems with thousands of interacting moving parts, 
and our intuitions about what systems will work best are simply not reliable.  Moreover, the 
Brazil Nut analogy shows that there are at least competing intuitions pushing toward adopting a 

 
31  Now, one might wonder whether actual panels in early rounds are even less accurate than we assumed them to 
be in our investigation of judge packing, but there are two responses to this concern.  First, we have run many 
simulations where we assume even weaker panels in early rounds, and these have not substantially altered the 
result that tapered systems (especially ET) are significantly more accurate.  Second, there is a limit to how weak we 
can assume these early panels can be and remain consistent with the raw data from the past 10 years of Worlds.  It 
turns out that no mathematically consistent judge packing framework can make SQ perform well enough to even 
be as accurate as ET using flattened packing. 
 Here’s the mathematical justification of this claim, which is just for readers who cannot seem to give up 
the claim that if early panels are weak enough, ET will give worse results.  As stated in Section 4, the round-to-
round variation of teams’ combined speaker points has a standard deviation of 4.75.  This variation must be a 
combination of demonstrated skill noise and judge perception noise.  So, the maximum standard deviation for 
judge perception noise averaged over nine rounds is 4.75, if we assume (absurdly) that all teams always debate at 
exactly the same skill level in every round (i.e., demonstrated skill noise = 0).  Of course, given judge packing, 
Round 1 panels can have a higher perception noise than 4.75, but even if we assume (absurdly) than Round 9 
panels are so good as to have zero perception noise, and we shift this noise from later rounds into the earlier 
rounds, we cannot get a Round 1 noise than exceeds 7.5.  And, if we model how packing would reduce this noise to 
zero over the course of nine rounds, the resulting “absurd packing assumptions” would improve the performance 
of both SQ and ET comparably.  But, it wouldn’t improve SQ enough to even outperform ET with flattened packing. 
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tapered system.  You should start sorting the nuts with a big hard shake.  Yes, that first big 
shake will inevitably move some small nuts up and maybe even some big nuts down, but on the 
whole, it will make much more progress toward an accurate sorting than starting with a small 
shake, especially when you are limited to just nine shakes before you open the can and skim off 
the top 48 nuts.  At the start of this research, each of the authors had different intuitions about 
what system would produce the best results, and none of these were exactly borne out by the 
model.  In the end, the Early Taper system emerged as clearly superior. 

Despite all this, some people may still be concerned about relatively weak panels 
dispensing large numbers of points.  We suspect that this may just feel problematic, and that 
this feeling is likely due to a couple understandable assumptions that turn out to be incorrect.  
The first assumption is that the number of points available in a round is directly proportional to 
the impact that round will have on a team’s ranking on the tab.  The second is that the quality 
of a judging panel is directly proportional to how likely they are to come to the correct decision.  
In both cases, the assumption is wrong, and for the same reason.  The confounding factor that 
disrupts both of these relationships is how close to the end of the tournament you are.  The 
first round is very different from the last round.  Once this is clear, one can see two crucial 
insights.  First, ET does not give early rounds outsized influence, it merely elevates them from 
near irrelevance.  Second, although early panels are weaker, that doesn’t imply that they are 
less likely to get the call right.  A wine connoisseur may be unable to discern the difference 
between similar wines, but anyone can tell the difference between wine and grape juice.  Our 
ongoing research aims to bring greater precision to bear on both round influence and call errors 
across rounds.  We hope to publish this soon. 

Of course, in the end, every system that has noise will exclude some deserving teams 
from the break and include some undeserving teams.  None of the systems are perfect.  The 
goal is to pick the system that will minimize this, and whether it is intuitive or not, ET does a 
much better job at this than SQ.  That’s what all the data show very clearly.32 

7.2: The “Less Fun” Objection 

The second objection we have encountered does not dispute our conclusion that the 
break would be more accurate using a tapered system.  Instead, the concern here is that 
tapered systems result in more teams falling out of contention earlier in the tournament, which 
may make the experience less fun for them.  Also, some argue that this has the potential to 
cause some teams to take their remaining preliminary debates less seriously, which could 
impact others who are still in contention for the ESL or EFL break.  We acknowledge that there 
is a significant value to having fun at tournaments and that debate competitions are more fun 
when one perceives that there is still a chance to make the break.  It is also plausible that some 
teams will take debates less seriously once they know that they are no longer in contention.   

 
32  There is nothing “natural” or privileged about the status quo system for assigning points.  It’s just what we are 
used to.  We can all agree that some scoring systems will assign too many points in early rounds and some will 
assign too few points in early rounds.  For example, systems that start with fewer point and then dramatically 
increase them, perform quite poorly.  Ultimately, the goal is to find the “sweet spot” where there aren’t too few or 
too many points allocated in each round.  We have excellent reason to believe that the Early Taper system hits this 
sweet spot. 
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Our first response focuses on the potential distortion to the ESL and EFL breaks from 
teams who perceive they are no longer in contention for the open break.  While it is likely that 
some teams don’t debate as intensely or try as hard to win once they are out of contention, it is 
very rare that they debate so egregiously poorly as to be disruptive of the competition and 
undermine the validity of a round’s results, as opposed to just making it somewhat easier for 
other teams to pick up points.  This is because most debaters at Worlds don’t just care about 
breaking, they also care about winning individual debates (since they are competitive people) 
and they care about where they end up on the tab (since the tab is public).  If giving disruptively 
bad speeches were to become a problem, steps could be taken to deter this sort of thing, but 
we don’t believe this is likely to be a problem.33 

Our second response here focuses on the lessened enjoyment of participants because 
they are knocked out of contention sooner.  Promoting this kind of enjoyment is admirable, at 
least insofar as it does not excessively interfere with core goals of the tournament.  We could 
ensure that every team was still in contention for all preliminary rounds by adopting a system 
that gave vastly more points in the last round than in all the others.  But doing this would 
dramatically reduce the accuracy of the break, so it’s a terrible idea.  We want people to enjoy 
the tournament, but not at the expense of achieving an accurate break, which is the primary 
function of preliminary rounds.34  Also, there is an argument to be made that because rounds 
between teams of similar ability are more fun, a tapered system will result in debaters enjoying 
their debates more, since tapered systems sort teams more quickly into accurate skill levels.  
But even aside from this, since tapered systems dramatically increase the accuracy of the break, 
it is worth sacrificing the fun that a few teams may have otherwise experienced.  It very much is 
not fun to be excluded from the break when you really deserve to be included.35   

7.3: The “Better Alternatives” Objection 

The third objection we consider is that there are better scoring systems than the Early 
Taper system and that if a major reform of scoring is going to be adopted, we should adopt 
another system instead.  The primary alternative that people have raised here is some version 
of Elo ratings, which are used in other competitive activities (e.g., chess).36  Again, we have two 
responses here. 

 
33  Two of the authors have judged at numerous WUDC tournaments since 2007 and neither of us have seen this 
occur, nor have we heard any first-person accounts of this occurring.  This is obviously not to say that it has not 
happened, but it may be a much more popular story than it is a common occurrence. 
34  We hope that no one is tempted to make a related objection based on the absurd claim that inaccuracies in the 
break are somehow a desirable aspect of the competition and that a more accurate break would be worse for 
some reason.  The same critique would seem to argue against trying to make the judging at tournaments better 
(say, by having briefings).  This bizarre objection claims that ET would make the break too accurate.  So, if ET were 
used, then these objectors would presumably support intentionally adding inaccuracy into the team tab before 
selecting teams for the break.  Perhaps they would require that every team draw a random card that moved them 
up or down the team tab between 1 and 50 of places.  Yes, this is an absurd idea.  Indeed, it’s exactly as absurd as 
the claim that introducing greater accuracy into the break is a problem. 
35  We would also encourage those teams to develop an appreciation of the intrinsic value of the activity and its 
long-term extrinsic value (i.e., skill development), instead of being so focused on the immediate extrinsic rewards 
(i.e., competitive success). 
36  For a simple description of the Elo rating system, see:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elo_rating_system 
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Our first response is to the more general criticism.  In all honesty, we welcome any 
system that does outperform the Early Taper system that we are proposing here.  If anyone is 
aware of a practical system that will more dramatically improve the accuracy of the break, but 
not be significantly disruptive to the tournament (e.g., making it much longer or fundamentally 
changing the debating or judging), then we are happy to advocate for that system instead of 
ours.  But, at this time, we are not aware of any such systems. 

Our second response is to explain our rejection of the Elo system in particular.  To be 
clear, there are two very different ways in which an Elo system could be used at Worlds, as a 
local system or as a global system.  A local Elo system would have every team enter Worlds 
each year with the same number of points, which would then be adjusted over the course of 
preliminary rounds against other teams.  There is nothing fundamentally unfair about this 
system, but it also does not offer any advantage at all in improving the accuracy of the break.  
Based on our extensive modeling of this system, it performs exactly as well as the status quo, 
which is to say, not particularly well.  Others who initially found a local Elo system appealing 
have reached the same conclusion. 

In contrast, a global Elo system would allow teams to bring different numbers of points 
into the tournament, under a system where having more points grants a team a distinct 
advantage.  These points would be earned in other local and regional tournaments.  There are 
many problems here, but we will focus on just a few.  First, this certainly abandons the sense 
that at the beginning of the tournament, everyone is starting on a level playing field.  Some 
teams will have a head start in the race to break, and this seems deeply unfair.  The obvious 
response to this is that the teams who have head starts have earned them and that these head 
starts are reliably correlated with team skill.  If this response were correct, it would be worth 
having the argument about whether we want teams with higher skill to begin the tournament 
with an advantage or not, but the response is based on a false premise.  Because there are both 
limited interactions between teams in different regions and significant difference in the 
regional skill levels, the skill ratings that teams would bring into Worlds in a global Elo system 
would be wildly inaccurate and so very unfair.  This is enough to discredit the suggestion, but 
on top of that, the requisite international system would also be an enormous task to maintain 
and would promote perverse incentives in which tournaments to attend.  And, on top of all 
that, although we have no proof that this system would produce less accurate breaks (since this 
would require modeling the entire international debating circuit), there is also no evidence that 
a global Elo system would result in a more accurate break.37 

Section 8: Limitations 

At this time, our research has focused on the annual WUDC tournament, with nine 
rounds and between 240 and 440 teams.  We have started to do research that would apply 
directly to smaller tournaments with fewer rounds.  In particular, we are working on identifying 
ideal taper systems for common major tournament sizes (80 – 160 teams) and numbers of 
rounds (usually 5, 6 or 8).  Our initial findings give us excellent reason to believe that the SQ 

 
37  None of this says anything against a desire to establish a global Elo rating system that functions alongside 
tournaments, but plays no role in deciding who breaks.  Such a system may indeed be worthwhile and is totally 
compatible with running tournaments using tapered scoring systems like ET. 
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system is inferior to a tapered system for common tournament sizes like these, but these initial 
findings are not yet ready for publication. 

In constructing our tournament simulator, we tried to hew as closely as possible to 
current practices in the WUDC, but we did not model tabbing complications like position 
rotation.  Since position rotation places an additional constraint on how teams can be placed 
into particular rooms, it is likely that this would somewhat disrupt the accuracy of any sorting 
process.  But, of course, it will cause this disruption regardless of which scoring system is being 
used and there is no reason to think that this constraint would be more harmful to one system 
than any other system.  

There may exist more radically different point distribution systems that produce even 
better results.  For example, we could investigate systems that don’t conform to the (3,2,1,0) 
proportions, or we could experiment with systems that inserted a randomly paired round into 
the middle of the tournament.  But these are more likely to offend people’s sensibilities and so 
are less likely to be incorporated into actual practice.  We may look into these from a more 
purely mathematical perspective in the future, without the practical constraints stemming from 
convincing debate practitioners to try something radically different. 

Currently, tabulation software is not capable of running different point values for 
different rounds, which means that running a tournament on a tapered scoring system would 
require it to be tabulated by hand, which is impractical.  Fortunately, one of the authors 
contributes to a popular tabbing program (Tabbycat) and is planning to make the necessary 
modifications so that we can test this out at a real tournament.  If test runs are successful, this 
software modification can then be made available to other tournaments, including Worlds. 

Some readers may be concerned about drawing significant conclusions based largely on 
computer simulations of tournaments.  Although we understand where this feeling comes 
from, it is crucially important to realize that it is almost impossible for “real world” data to 
provide relevant evidence for these kinds of conclusions, because one cannot ever get the 
necessary insight into the actual demonstrated skill of teams in a real tournament, which is 
what allows one to distinguish between how deserving various teams are (i.e., what their rank 
on the tab should be).  Only a simulation that starts by stipulating performance quality can take 
the necessary “God’s eye” perspective here, and only a computer can run a sufficient number 
of trials to assure us that the results we are seeing are statistically significant.  In short, there’s 
simply no better approach to these questions than computer simulations.   

Section 9: Conclusions 

According to all intuitive metrics of accuracy that we investigated, the Early Taper 
scoring system significantly improves the accuracy and fairness of who breaks at a tournament 
like the WUDC.  Overall, the improvement is not just significant, it is truly dramatic.  Changing 
to an Early Taper scoring system would do more to improve the accuracy of the break than 
would doubling the number of preliminary rounds to 18.  And, it would do this at essentially no 
cost.  Although initially unfamiliar, debaters would very quickly adapt to understanding that 
they need a different number of points to break.  (Interestingly, straight 2nd place results will 
still break in ET.)  

Additionally, an Early Taper system will produce pairings within the elimination rounds 
that have fewer imbalanced rooms; fewer rooms will have either unusually strong or unusually 
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weak sets of teams.  This is because the ordering of teams within the break also gets much 
more accurate.  Really, one has to feel sorry for the teams in the status quo who break high and 
then get seeded against the top team on 17, like in 2012 when Monash B broke 48th as the top 
team on 17, and then won the tournament.38  So, the elimination rounds will be fairer using ET, 
making it more likely to have the best performing teams advance into later elimination rounds. 

Moreover, by using the Early Taper system, the influence of speaker points is 
significantly reduced.  The size of the bubble will be reduced by more than half, limiting the 
impact from an element of debate scoring that appears tainted by bias and discrimination. 

There will, undoubtedly, be some people who argue against changing the scoring system 
at Worlds.  A variety of reasons will likely be offered.  But, in reality, the strongest force in the 
way of the Early Taper system being adopted is simply inertia.  It is the same force that 
accounts for the United States still using the imperial system of measurement.  People are 
resistant to change, but one way of making it clear that irrational inertia is preventing the 
change is by a simple thought experiment.  Imagine that the Early Taper system was the well-
established way that tournaments are being run, and then imagine that someone suggested 
that we switch away from ET to a system that is identical to what we are actually doing now, 
the same points awarded in every round.  How would this proposal fare?  It’s hard to even 
imagine someone arguing for it, saying: “Yes, I acknowledge that according to multiple 
independent and intuitively compelling metrics, giving the same points in every round will do a 
much worse job in creating an accurate break, but it’s still something we should switch to 
because of whatever-other-reason-you-want-to-give.”  The proposal wouldn’t stand a chance. 

 
R Eric Barnes – Hobart and William Smith Colleges 
Paul Kehle – Hobart and William Smith Colleges 
Hugh N. Mckenny – Hobart and William Smith Colleges 
Chuan-Zheng Lee – Stanford University 
 
  

 
38  Performance of others who were the top team on 17:  in 2020, Belgrade A made finals; in 2019, Princeton A 
made quarters (after they made finals in 2018); in 2018, Sydney A made quarters; in 2016, London Union B made 
semis; in 2015, Stanford A made quarters; etc.  In short, the top teams on 17 don’t belong seeded in the 40s.    
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